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Colors

Inspired by natural stone from around the world, the Pietra collection offers exceptionally realistic stone looks in dependable porcelain. This robust tile line delivers incredible style in a multitude of sizes and looks, from crisp white marbles to rich caramel travertines. Take your pick and design your dream space with Pietra.

Technical Information

Primary Colors: Beige, Gray, White
Material Type: Porcelain
Finish: Polished, Matte

Features At A Glance

- Glazed, polished porcelains emulating the most popular stone looks
- Rectified edges and Nano technology help create virtually maintenance free applications
- Available in a large array of sizes to suit most designs and customers desires

Installation

1/8” Grout Size is recommended on all tile installation. When installing rectangular tiles a less than 33% staggered brick lay is strongly recommended.

Large format tiles: It is mandatory that the mortar coverage on the floor surface and tile be greater than 95% coverage to be fully supported. Voids due to insufficient coverage will result in cracking and tile displacement.

Disclaimer:

Variation in shade is an inherent attribute of porcelain tile.
To ensure customer satisfaction: Make sure to look over all tiles before installing. Please select tile from same lot: same size, and numerical shade. Intersperse tiles throughout your job from different boxes. Rotate the tiles so there won’t be repetitive patterns.
*No claims accepted after tile installation.